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Abstract
Several disciplines share an interest in the evolutionary se-
lection pressures that shaped human physical functioning and
appearance, psyche, and behavior. The methodologies invoked
from the disciplines studying these domains are often based
on different rhetorics, and hence may conflict. Progress in one
field is thereby hampered from effective transfer to others.
Topics at the intersection of anthropometry and psychome-
try, such as the impact of sexual selection on the hominin
face, are a typical example. Since the underlying (evolution-
ary) theory explicitly places facial form in the middle of a
causal chain as the mediating variable between biological
causes and psychological effects, a particularly convenient
conceptual and analytic scenario arises as follows. Modern
morphometrics allows analysis of shape both “backwards”
(by regressions on biology) and “forwards” (via predictions of
psychology). The two computations are commensurate, hence
the two kinds of effects can be compared and evaluated as
directions in the same morphospace. We suggest translating
the morphometric methodology of “Darwinian aesthetics” into
this space, where psychological and other processes of inter-
est can be coded commensurately. Such a translation permits
researchers to relate the effects of biological processes on
form to the perceptions of the same processes in one unified
“psychomorphospace.”
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Biological and evolutionary anthropologists, human etholo-
gists, and evolutionary psychologists all share an interest in the
evolutionary forces and constraints that shaped and continue to
shape our minds, our behaviors, and our bodies inside and out.
Traditionally, studies of these processes consider one domain
at a time. The more the disciplines involved differ in their ex-
planatory rhetorics, however, the narrower the methodology
that results, preventing progress in one field from effective
transfer to and adoption by others.

Among the processes sharing responsibility for observed
variation in modern human facial form are sexual selection
and social selection (e.g., Gangestad 2000; Grammer et al.
2003). On the assumption that mate choosers developed pref-
erences for physical traits that honestly signal mate value, such
studies typically reason by confirming associations of certain
attributions with certain morphological features presumably
related to developmental and hormonal status (Gangestad and
Simpson 2000; Scheyd et al. 2008).

If biological explanations are going to be involved, any
study of human physical appearance and its perception needs to
accommodate descriptor vectors and prior predictors (instead
of pure significance testing). One must represent the variation
in people’s evaluations in ways that suit biological reasoning
about causes: what is needed is information on covariances
of features, not just ratings of averages. We suggest a novel
method, based on anthropological and biometric reasoning,
which puts the biological cause of variation in human facial
and bodily morphology back at the center of perception studies
within the context of sexual selection. As the purpose of this ar-
ticle is not a review of the literature, we illustrate our points
with a few examples drawn from the recent body of literature
on perceived male attractiveness. Our aim is not to correct the
intention of these studies but to improve their execution by
taking advantage of the full power of recent developments in
the mathematical understanding of morphology.

Sexual Dimorphism and Facial Prototyping

In their influential Nature paper of 1998, Perrett et al. re-
ported a sexual dimorphism of facial attractiveness findings:
both Caucasian and Japanese subjects preferred a feminine
face shape to an average shape both within and between popu-
lations. As the details of their methods may be responsible for
this pattern to some extent, we take a little space to set it out step
by step. Specifically, the composite images of Perrett et al. were
constructed by delineating and averaging a list of facial fea-
tures of the faces sampled. These features were averaged into
a “mean shape” that was then used to warp each component
face; the resulting warps were averaged in turn to produce the
prototype image (Tiddeman et al. 2001). In this protocol, ran-
domly varying traits that do not differ across two groups will
tend toward their averages, while traits that are significantly

different between groups will be more clearly contrasting in
composites (Perrett et al. 1994). Therefore, Perrett et al. rea-
soned, the method would be ideal for visualizing otherwise
subtle structural differences between groups (e.g., a larger,
more square-shaped jaw in the case of more masculine males)
and for assessing whether groups of observers are sensitive to
these differences (Boothroyd et al. 2008).

Since 1998 much has changed, especially the texture com-
ponent in the construction of these shape and color prototypes.
As Tiddeman et al. (2001) present the texture-enhanced trans-
formation process, after the target prototype is warped into
the new shape, one builds wavelet pyramids from these two
images and calculates their magnitudes. After rescaling, the
subject’s pyramid is collapsed to give the new image, serving
in turn as the basis for further manipulations.

The samples that give rise to these facial prototypes can
vary greatly in their design. They might be “biological,” such
as groups by geographic origin, age, or sex, or they may arise
as different fractions of a (self-)rating scale, or may be manu-
factured using the magnitude of some “vector differences” in
positions of feature points between any two composites.

Definition and Perception of Male Facial Masculinity

Facial masculinity in particular has been assessed using three
main methods of defining a masculinity–femininity dimen-
sion: sexual dimorphism, perceived masculinity, and pubertal
development. Many researchers, including Perrett et al. (1998),
Penton-Voak and Perrett (2000), and Cornwell et al. (2004),
have used the differences in shape between prototype male and
female faces to manufacture face stimuli varying the extent of
sexually dimorphic traits. Adding a positive multiple of the
female-to-male differences to an average should increase the
masculinity of a subject’s facial image, while adding a nega-
tive multiple should increase its femininity. This method has
been criticized in that manipulating the appearance of face
images using a continuum defined by male and female proto-
types does not necessarily reflect changes to facial appearance
that are due to the influence of testosterone (Meyer and Quong
1999; Swaddle and Reierson 2002).

The technique developed by Perrett et al. (1998) basically
generated an “extreme masculine face shape” as a linear ex-
trapolation of the differences between male and female average
faces. Johnston et al. (2001) suggested that this approach might
not be valid for the purpose of depicting a unitary biological
process should the shapes assessed be the expression of bone
growth, regulated as it is by complex interactions between
growth hormone, androgens, and estrogen—the extrapolation
has extropolated all three of these underlying components, not
any one separately. Fine psychology is not necessarily com-
mensurate with fine biology! Johnston et al. (2001) tried to
remedy this by transforming shape and color along a three-part
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continuum defined by female and male student faces and male
model faces perceived as particularly masculine. Contrary to
Perrett et al. they found that women generally preferred the
more masculine male faces, and perceived masculinity has
been found to correlate positively with salivary testosterone
levels (Penton-Voak and Chen 2004).

To address similar criticisms of Perrett et al.’s (1998)
methods for manipulating masculinity in male faces (via lin-
ear extrapolation of the differences between male and female
average faces), Swaddle and Reierson (2002) tried to mimic
shape variation corresponding to varying levels of testosterone
during puberty. They digitally manipulated male facial propor-
tions according to shape changes during puberty (e.g., Enlow
and Hans 1996) and had subjects rate attractiveness and dom-
inance of the resulting continuum of images. These morpho-
logical operations influenced the perceived dominance of the
face (the more testosterone, the more dominance) more than
they influenced attractiveness.

Since then almost all significant studies aiming at un-
derstanding sex differences in facial shape and its perception
used some variant of these methods (e.g., Feinberg et al. 2006;
Potter and Corneille 2008). A recent paper by DeBruine et al.
(2006) is a typical example of the use of transformation end-
points (for manipulating faces) that come from ratings, in this
case from male faces rated particularly feminine or masculine.
They tested their prediction by (linearly) correlating three dif-
ferent transformation endpoints (perceived masculinity, adult
female and adult male composites, and boys and young men)
with some additional ratings and items from self-report.

What can we infer from the results of these studies? These
findings are intriguing but also equivocal. Moreover, the am-
biguity in the reports on women’s preferences for male faces
cannot be explained through the rather subtle menstrual-cycle-
dependent variation in female masculinity preference among
male faces discovered later (Jones et al. 2008; Little et al. 2008;
but see Peters et al. 2009). Although the studies reporting to
find an effect of menstrual cycle alterations on women’s mate
preferences currently seem to outweigh the ones that do not,
they do not provide a detailed description of the “masculinity”
features that are associated with these preferences. Hence, the
evidence on the causal relation between hormone levels and
facial characteristics still remains speculative, as does the link
between facial features and the persons’ subjective response.
From a biological perspective, two essential questions remain
at this point: (1) which biological processes do the vectors
used for capturing facial morphology actually represent, and
(2) do these transformations correspond to any natural varia-
tion at all? It appears in retrospect that the methodology of all
these studies was mainly psychometric and not biological. In
order to do biometrics, the variability of the stimuli needs to
be preserved, but average facial configurations do not do that.
If we talk about causation, we need to address this challenge

with a method more tightly tied to the ways that biologists
reason and the ways they get information about data.

From the point of view of the authors of this essay, as long
as the only representation of stimuli is via manipulation of av-
eraged pictures, the association between perception and mor-
phology remains too vague. In the best of these designs we can
learn that transformed pictures correlate with some rating pro-
tocol, but we cannot discern which of the features in the faces
triggered those responses. In a less effective setting, “known
shape variation” is “directly tested” by digital manipulation of
prototypes mimicking the shape effect of, for example, varying
levels of testosterone through puberty, and raters select the im-
ages that appear most attractive or most physically dominant.
Such “selection” designs have three major flaws: first, shapes
are varied only on one geometric dimension, whereas in real-
ity, they vary on indefinitely many; second, one still cannot tell
which feature(s) are responsible for the rating; third, in spite of
statistical significance, correlations are never high. We end up
clueless about the actual biology of whatever pattern of cues
is being exploited in rating the composite faces.

Tools and Applications From
Geometric Morphometrics

We suggest a new methodological framework for the assess-
ment of facial shape, its biology, and its perception. The liter-
ature we have reviewed focuses mainly on vague predictions
of directions of preference or perceived gender; we need in-
stead some quantitative method for assessing the cogency of
the postulated biological process that causes perceptions. A
quantitative state-of-the-art assessment of the morphology is
missing.

Biological anthropology has always been concerned with
the biological determinants of craniofacial and bodily shape.
For about 10 years now, we have been applying geometric
morphometric methods (GMM) to osteological and fossil ma-
terial (e.g., Bookstein et al. 1999; O’Higgins and Collard 2002;
Bookstein et al. 2003; Mitteroecker et al. 2004, 2005; Schaefer
et al. 2004; O’Higgins et al. 2006; Schaefer et al. 2006b; Gunz
et al. 2009) and also to facial soft tissue (Fink et al. 2005;
Schaefer et al. 2005; Komori et al. 2009a,b). But the impact
of facial shape on perception has only recently begun to be
explored (Schaefer et al. 2006a; Windhager et al. 2008).

In all these applications, geometric morphometrics served
for assessing and visualizing biological form and its covariates.
The GMM toolkit is an adaptation of multivariate statistics
and graphics to the study of phenotypic variation; it avoids
some of the traditional algebraic pitfalls. In this method, the
relative locations of a set of individually identified points—
“landmarks” that are biologically homologous (preferably as
points, and otherwise as bounding curves or surfaces)—are
refashioned into a set of regular biometric variables, the shape
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coordinates, that can then be regressed one by one on the
factors that cause them or the features of the systems they
are presumed to affect. The methodological approaches of
geometric morphometrics (Bookstein 1991; Rohlf and Marcus
1993; Marcus et al. 1996; Dryden and Mardia 1998; Slice
2005, 2007) make use of two- or three-dimensional coordinate
data to describe size and shape at the same time, rather than
using interlandmark distances or areas for size and, at the same
time, angles and ratios for shape. The mathematical theorems
and the biological axioms of geometric morphometrics are
well understood (Bookstein 1991, 1996; Marcus et al. 1996;
Dryden and Mardia 1998; Rohlf 1999; O’Higgins 2000; Slice
2005); its statistical properties have been proven superior to
those of distance- or angle-based methods (Rohlf 2000, 2003)
and supply graphics that are far more legible and interpretable
by the applied biologist.

Procrustes Superposition, Procrustes Shape
Coordinates, Procrustes Distance
Coordinate data vary among forms in terms of shape and scale
but usually also differ by biologically uninformative features
such as location and orientation of the forms at the time of
digitizing. The first steps in comparing form between land-
mark configurations, therefore, require that these differences
in the raw coordinates be minimized. The scale of the land-
mark configuration is represented by centroid size, defined as
the square root of the sum of squared Euclidean distances from
each landmark to the mean of the configuration of landmark
coordinates (Bookstein 1991). Once the landmark coordinates
have been scaled to unit centroid size, differences in the lo-
cations (translation) and orientations (rotation) of the scaled
landmark configurations are then minimized using the general-
ized Procrustes analysis algorithm (GPA; Gower 1975; Rohlf
and Slice 1990; Bookstein 1991; Goodall 1991; O’Higgins
and Jones 1998). GPA centers and rotates all landmark co-
ordinates relative to a tentative mean Procrustes shape so as
to minimize the sum of squared distances between equivalent
landmarks, and then recomputes that tentative mean shape
so as to further reduce the same sum of squares. At the end
of this process, the original coordinate data have been repre-
sented by “substitute Cartesian coordinates”—shape coordi-
nates, as they vary around their own sample average shape.
If shape variation in a sample is not too large, the scatter of
points representing the shapes of the sample of landmark con-
figurations can be projected into a linear Euclidean tangent
space and then analyzed using standard multivariate methods
(Dryden and Mardia 1993; Kent 1994; O’Higgins and Jones
1998; O’Higgins 2000).

Thin-Plate Spline and Visualizations
Unlike most biometric methods for which the passage from raw
forms to decimal numbers is one-way, the GMM toolkit allows

the biologist to return to the original space of laboratory bench
or forest at the end of the analysis, so as to visualize statistical
patterns as possible organismal shapes. The tool for this is
the thin-plate spline (TPS; Bookstein 1991), which depicts
any vector of the space of shape coordinates as a grid trans-
formation. These TPS deformation grids illustrate changes of
landmark configurations as deformations of the picture or the
three-dimensional space in which they lie—as interpolation of
the space between the landmarks.

Shape Regressions
As an example of the way conventional statistical ideas are
modified to suit the GMM context, we explain the method
of “shape regression” that generated the patterns shown in
Figures 1 and 3. After the Procrustes steps just sketched, every
landmark configuration has been assigned what is, in effect,
a new set of Cartesian coordinates. If there were originally k

landmarks, this is a total of 2k new coordinates: two for each
of the points, just as at the time of original digitizing. The the-
orems of the Procrustes geometry allow the researcher to use
these new coordinates just as if they were any other coherent
set of variables—a list of scores on the items of some intel-
ligence test, for instance, or the results of a standard medical
blood test. If the task is to discover the shape pattern associated
with a particular human response, such as a rating, we com-
pute the ordinary regression of each of the shape coordinates
on that rating, and then produce new shapes that correspond to
the set of all the predicted coordinates (predicted value of the
coordinate in each of the regressions in turn) for two extreme
values of the rating along with the average rating. These pre-
dicted configurations are the configurations that are displayed
in the figures, along with TPS deformation grids that help the
comprehension of the pattern. If the task is to predict a shape
from some measure of one of its biological causes, we carry
out exactly the same regressions, one for each of the 2k shape
coordinates on the claimed biological cause, and again we
draw the predicted shapes for selected extreme values of that
cause and also for the average value of the cause, where each
predicted shape is accompanied by the corresponding TPS
deformation grid from the average. For regressions of either
type, statistical significance may be tested by a permutation
test (Good 2000) of the total sum of explained variances over
all of the shape coordinates: both x- and y-coordinates of all
k landmark points.

How Does This Help Us With the Topic
Under Interrogation?

In anthropology, these GMM methods have been primar-
ily applied to questions concerning causes of human cranial
form variation and the reconstruction of fossil crania (e.g.,
Bookstein et al. 1999; Strand Vidarsdottir et al. 2002; Gunz
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et al. 2009). They have also started to prove their usefulness
in the study and explanation of living human form variation
and of the perception of appearance and its relation to the
forces that shaped it—the field bearing the charming name of
“Darwinian aesthetics.” It is now methodologically possible
not just to isolate and plot the shape changes that are deter-
mined by proximate “biological causes” (Fink et al. 2005;
Schaefer et al. 2006a,b; Schaefer and Bookstein in press) but
also to work backward from perception to form—to map a
rating (by a human observer of an image) back onto the image,
thereby visualizing and then analyzing precisely those aspects
of shape encoded in the rating (Schaefer et al. 2006a; Schaefer
and Bookstein in press).

A particularly useful scenario arises when variables orig-
inating in one domain (for instance, auxology) are wielded
to explain variation in another domain (e.g., behavior ratings)
by a causal path running through actual organismal form. To
summarize, this toolkit of GMM is a set of coherent statisti-
cal methods for the analysis of Cartesian coordinate data in
causal chains like these. It is an adaptation of multivariate
statistics and graphics to the study of phenotypic variation,
and has already proved of high value for the detection of form
changes that owe to such biological factors as growth, develop-
ment, or hormones (e.g., O’Higgins 2000; Slice 2005). In this
method, the relative locations of a set of individually identified
points, or “landmarks,” are encoded in a set of ordinary vari-
ables that can then be regressed one by one on the factors that
cause them or features of the systems that they are presumed
to affect. Corresponding to any such set of regression coeffi-
cients is that surprisingly clear diagram style, the “thin-plate
spline” explained earlier, depicting their pattern in immedi-
ately interpretable terms as a grid transformation. When the
underlying theory places organismal form in the middle of
the causal chain, as the mediating variable between biological
causes and psychological effects, the two sets of regression
coefficients (one pointing “backwards” to biological causes,
the other pointing “forwards” to psychological effects) can
themselves be compared to see if they are aligned or not—to
see if they convey one connected causal process. We herewith
suggest exploiting this useful situation further by transferring
the study of facial shape and its perception in toto to mor-
phospace, where psychological and other processes of interest
can be encoded via their correlations as displacement vectors.

Such a translation permits us to study and relate the effects
of biological processes on form to the perceptions of the same
processes in the same space, a fully function “psychomor-
phospace.” Not only can we thereby compare the reality of
the processes to the way they are perceived and the way they
are expected to operate, but also we can simulate new forms
and thereby test a wide range of current theories and spec-
ulations about the causes and consequences of variations of
human form.

Biological Variables Affecting Facial Shape
and Its Perception

An intriguing hypothesis is that intersexual selection has
shaped the hominin face (Schaefer et al. 2004; Weston et al.
2004, 2007). As testosterone suppresses the immune system
(Folstad and Karter 1992; Klein 2000), it has been suggested
that “masculine” traits represent an honest signal of mate qual-
ity inasmuch as a male with high testosterone has successfully
coped with its potential debilitating effects (Zahavi and Zahavi
1997; Kraemer 2000). On one theory, women should have
evolved preferences for such masculine facial characteristics—
should consider them attractive—because they signal im-
munocompetence and developmental or hormonal health (e.g.,
Symons 1995; Thornhill and Møller 1997; Thornhill and
Grammer 1999). Several studies lend support to the view that
women’s preferences for facial “hormone markers” may reflect
an index of mate quality (for a recent review see Grammer et al.
2003), but not all studies have this finding (e.g., Perrett et al.
1998).

To exemplify the methodological and conceptual frame-
work that we outlined above, we cast the question of male facial
variation and perception into a single Procrustes morphospace.
We first try to clarify the morphological pattern corresponding
to salivary testosterone, then prenatal testosterone, then the
facial shape predicted by women’s preference and masculinity
assessment.

Regarding the biological causes under consideration, it is
convenient to summarize our own earlier studies (e.g., Neave
et al. 2003; Fink et al. 2005; Schaefer et al. 2005) on salivary
testosterone and 2D:4D ratio versus male facial characteris-
tics. The 2D:4D ratio (the relative length of the index [2D] to
ring [4D] finger) is widely accepted as a proxy for early (fe-
tal) testosterone/estrogen concentration (Manning et al. 1998;
Lutchmaya et al. 2004). Facial photographs of 46 British adult
men were characterized by 51 two-dimensional landmarks,
and the resulting shape coordinates regressed upon the men’s
2D:4D ratios and on their (circulating) salivary testosterone
(Figures 1(a) and (b)). In neither shape regression does the
variance explained exceed 5% (2.5% for 2D:4D, 2.1% for
salivary testosterone). The two patterns that these independent
variables predict turn out not to be particularly similar. The
(general) expectation had been that increasing testosterone
operates somewhat comparably on facial shape independent
of the particular time of exposure onset. This does not seem
to be the case. Some striking differences are at large scale
(Figures 1(a) and (b)): low 2D:4D ratio results in a relatively
robust and prominent lower face, whereas circulating testos-
terone seems to cause a rather uniform elongation of the face
(Schaefer et al. 2005). If prenatal and pubertal testosterone has
differential effects on male facial shape, this must be accom-
modated in future studies of women’s preferences.
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Figure 1.
Visualization of symmetrized shape regressions by TPS visualization grids.
The middle panel, with the undeformed grid, is the average landmark configu-
ration. Neighboring panels show the regression-based transformation in both
directions from this consensus. The deformations correspond to a decrease
(left) or an increase (right) on the independent variable: in (a) by 20 units on
the salivary testosterone scale, (b) by 0.25 units on the prenatal testosterone
level scale (2D:4D ratio), (c) by 7 units on the perceived masculinity scale
(identical with the pattern for the perceived dominance scale), (d) by 7 units
on the perceived attractiveness scale. The units are chosen for legibility of the
warps as the actual sample variations are too small to depict the distortions
effectively. Shape regressions did not reach statistical significance after 5000
permutations (Good 2000). See text for the argument that rows 2 and 3 are the
most similar.

We further compare the shape pattern these biological
factors determine with those used as a basis for masculinity
(and dominance) and attractiveness perception in the very same
individuals (original data published by Neave et al. 2003).
For this, we visualize the shape regressions upon these two
items comprising ratings by 36 women on one of two scales
(Figures 1(c) and (d)). Comparing these two shape patterns
associated with perception, it becomes clear that they are not

Figure 2.
Eigendecomposition of the shape vectors of the four regression coefficients
visualized in Figure 1 (and of perceived dominance and BMI) in form space
scaled by the shape effect of one standard deviation per predictor variable.

the same but point at different facial features determining these
attributions. When comparing them to the patterns determined
by their putative biological causes, one finds some agreements
but the regional similarities between the 2D:4D shape pattern
and the one for perceived masculinity suggest a closer link
between these two than among any other pair. This supports
the claims of Neave et al. (2003) that some adult male facial
characteristics perceived as dominant and masculine might be
determined very early in ontogeny. It still remains to assess
how similar or dissimilar these shape patterns are compared to
each other, and the introduction of the combined morphospace
allows the realization of this ambition.

The Intersection of Anthropometry and Psychometry:
Psychomorphospace for Shape Comparison

Evolutionary theory would explicitly place facial form in the
middle of the causal chain, the mediating variable between
biological causes and psychological effects. The different sets
of shape regression coefficients (one set pointing “backwards”
to a biological substrate, another “forwards” to perception)
can themselves be compared and evaluated as to whether they
are aligned. A singular value decomposition (SVD) ordinates
the regression coefficients of interest (the one upon salivary
testosterone, 2D:4D, perceived masculinity, dominance, and
attractiveness, and also one upon body mass index (BMI), be-
cause generally body fat has turned out to considerably affect
facial shape) as principal components of the corresponding
shape vectors, each scaled with the shape effect of one stan-
dard deviation per predictor variable (raw data from Neave
et al. 2003 and Schaefer et al. 2005). From these, we present
the first three components (Figure 2). This visualization al-
lows a novel possibility of assessing similarities in the pattern
of the predictor variables originally extracted from biological
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Figure 3.
Example for the general concept of the psychomorphospace: multiple causal analyses in one common vector space of shape features. Psychological as well as
biological variables can be filled in as vectors (illustrated by the gray arrows in different shades) and shown together with actual shape variation (the numbers in
the plot represent age in years corresponding to individual facial shapes).

measures and/or ratings (of the same body part)—whether they
are aligned or not. The first dimension is clearly spanned by fa-
cial shapes corresponding to a low BMI on the one side, and a
cluster of three other variables belonging to shapes that broadly
relate to high testosterone, either measured or perceived. The
second dimension is composed of the shape vector yielded by
the attractiveness ratings and the one by salivary testosterone
levels, pointing in opposite directions, and the third dimension
might be interpreted as differentiating between biological and
psychological variables obtained by ratings. This little graph
with its six vectors is the first to allow for a direct compari-
son between shape properties determined by certain biological
variables and their expected psychological effects.

A hypothesis that facial testosterone features are perceived
as dominant and attractive can easily be checked here. In
our small example, this presumption can be confronted much
more directly than before. We find the two vectors relating to
androgen influence on shape are not aligned but rather occupy
different positions in the first as well as in the second compo-
nent, indicating that 2D:4D and salivary testosterone operate
differently on facial shape. The two vectors originating from
the ratings upon perceived masculinity and attractiveness are
roughly comparable in the first component but divergent in the
second. TPS visualizations (Figure 1) of facial shape regres-
sions upon perceived masculinity and dominance likewise do
not resemble those upon salivary testosterone but rather those
upon 2D:4D. Thus, aspects of male facial characteristics that
convey information as relevant as dominance are determined
as early as prenatally via a difference in androgen exposure.

When the methods are powerful enough, even domains
as different as the biological causes and the psychological

effects of different shape can be integrated for meaningful
comparisons like these. Indeed, any methodology for evolu-
tionary expectations about facial sexual dimorphism must rest
on direct interplay between these two realms. For instance,
someone may have predicted that the physique of men high
in testosterone should signal immunocompetence and thus be
perceived as attractive—we can test this by asking if the shape
features pattern correlated with testosterone is the feature pat-
tern that is perceived as attractive. A more subtle assumption
about the hormonal state of the raters (Jones et al. 2008) drives
a more detailed comparison in the form of an interaction term
(ovulation by rating pattern), and so on. Many hypotheses
about intersexual selection can be tested more powerfully by
comparing the biologically predicted pattern of features to the
pattern correlated best with the corresponding (biologically
meaningful) rating.

This method suggests looking at a wide range of predic-
tions pertinent to the field of Darwinian aesthetics. We can ex-
plore any shape pattern at the intersection between facial form
and its perception whether or not the context is one of adaptive
explanations. Figure 3 schematizes the general frame for this
procedure. In psychomorphospace, the individual configura-
tions are plotted in form space (Mitteroecker et al. 2004), the
predictor variables of interest “filled in” as vectors, and their
unique role realized as mediators between the two poles of an
explicitly interdisciplinary theory. This way, it is possible not
only to compare the shape pattern of a form change caused by
any physical process and its effect on perception but also to
systematically create virtual faces corresponding to any shape
regression of interest and have them rated for the properties
one might want to test.
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In summary, the psychomorphospace concept introduced
in this article places organismal form in the middle of the
causal chain, as the mediating variable between biological
causes and psychological effects. Its two vectors of regression
coefficients (one pointing “backwards” to biology, the other
pointing “forwards” to psychology) can themselves be com-
pared to see if they are aligned or not—to see if they convey
one connected causal process. Clearly, we favor transferring
the study of Darwinian aesthetics in toto to this GMM mor-
phospace, where psychological and other processes of interest
can be encoded (via their cosines) as displacement vectors.
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